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1. Abstract

The reception area of the National Indoor Athletic Centre (NIAC) at the Cyncoed Campus of Cardiff
Metropolitan University was used as a case study to analyse bacterial contamination pre and post
decontamination using a handheld airless sprayer and Hybrisan’s advanced non-alcohol sanitisers. The
presence of bacteria and the way that cross-contamination is achieved was considered as a reasonable
model for the transport of pathogenic organisms (including Coronavirus) in a system. Hybrisan Surface
+ Hands Sanitiser, referred to throughout this document as the ‘Hybrisan Sanitising System’, was
successful in eradicating bacteria present pre-treatment and the residual benefit was shown after a 24hour period.

2. Introduction

The client is a large university with around 11,000 students who are keen to ensure that their students
and staff are suitably protected against the potential risk of contracting Coronavirus from across the
university campus including in class rooms, gyms and high traffic areas. Hybrisan were asked to
implement a testing regime to assess the bacterial cleanliness of the reception area of the NIAC. Testing
for virus on surfaces is complex and outside the scope of this trial. However, bacterial presence can be
considered as a strong indicator of how pathogens can be transmitted via cross-contamination between
users.
•

4 areas within the reception area were selected as a test case for assessment

The approach was to determine key high contact touch points and to assess the bacterial load present
at these points pre and post decontamination using Hybrisan’s polymeric biocide and a handheld airless
sprayer as a delivery mechanism. The Graco airless sprayer was chosen due to its ease of application,
whilst optimising efficiency and providing excellent coverage. The handheld units allow for
decontamination to occur quickly and effectively as part of a daily routine.
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3. Aims

The aims of this assessment were;
•

Determine high contact regions

•

Use bacterial recovery swabs to assess bacterial load at the high contact points
pre-decontamination.

•

Use airless sprayers to treat all high contact point with a view to decontaminate and to
repeat bacterial swabs to recover any remaining bacterial load.

•

Follow up with sampling after a 24-hour period with no cleaning

•

Incubate recovered samples and assess variation in bacterial contamination pre and post
decontamination.

•

Evaluate the data collected from the swabs to determine levels of decontamination.

4. Methodology
In this case bacteria was used as an indicator for pathogenic cross-contamination as viral detection on
a surface was beyond the scope of the analysis. The study began on the Monday morning and lasted for
24-hours, the sample points were last cleaned the Friday prior to the trial beginning.
The procedure used for data collection and analysis was conducted as follows;
1. Visual assessment of the reception area to indicate high touchpoints.
2. Bacteria recovery swabs used to recover bacterial load pre -treatment.
3. A Graco handheld airless sprayer was used to dispense Hybrisan's polymeric biocidal
surface treatment.
4. Bacteria recovery swabs used to recover any remaining bacterial load post treatment.
5. Further bacteria recovery swabs following a 24-hour period with no further cleaning
or treatment.
The swabs used contained a neutraliser know to neutralise the disinfectant to ensure all live cells were
counted post treatment. Recovered swabs were serially diluted and the bacteria were enumerated
using the pour plate method.
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5. Results and Discussion
5.1.

Sample Points
Sample Point

Bacterial Load (CFU/ml)*
Pre

Post

24-hour post

1 – Counter

200

1

1

2 – Phone

231

<11

<1

3 – Office Door Handle

15

2

2

4 – Exit Button

5

<1

<1

*Colony Forming Units/ml
1

Limit of sensitivity – where there was no growth on the plate the minimum reportable CFU/ml was 1 therefore
these were reported as <1

250

Bacteria Load (CFU/ml)

200

150

100

50

0
1 – Counter

2 – Phone

3 – Office Door Handle

4 – Exit Button

Sample Point
Pre-Treatment

Post-Treatment

24 Hours

There were larger numbers of bacteria recovered from the counter and phone than the office door
handle and exit button. There was a 2.3 log reduction immediately after treatment of the counter with
no further recontamination after a 24-hour period. There was a 2.4 log reduction immediately after
treatment of the phone with no further recontamination after a 24-hour period. It is expected this was
3
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greater however this was the maximum reduction possible given the limit of sensitivity of the culture
method. The office door handle and exit button had low levels of bacterial load before treatment,
however these were significantly reduced immediately after treatment with no further recontamination
after a 24-hour period.

6. Recommendations
6.1.

General Recommendations

6.2.

Decontamination Recommendations

1. All classrooms and areas should be cleaned daily to ensure there is no buildup of dirt and dust

1. All high traffic areas and class rooms should be decontaminated at least once a day using
Hybrisan Sanitising System through an airless sprayer.
2. The use of the Hybrisan Sanitising System should be encouraged for all users to ensure
that the performance of the residual protection is not weaken by other sanitisers such as
those that are alcohol-based.
3. High touch points such as door handles and touch points should be topped up through the
day using the Hybrisan Sanitising System through an atomiser and/or trigger spray bottle.
4. The Hybrisan Sanitising System should be used for hand sanitisation in all areas being
decontaminated to ensure the protection is not deteriorated by alcohol products.
5. In the gym areas it is recommended to decontaminate all equipment daily or multiple times a
day if possible using the Hybrisan Sanitising System through an airless sprayer. 100ml
atomisers should be provided for gym users to decontaminate equipment before and after
use with the Hybrisan Sanitising System on entry to the gym.

7. Conclusions

The reception area showed reasonable levels of bacterial contamination prior to treatment. The
results of this trial show Hybrisan technology has eliminated the bacteria and offered a residual
protection between uses. Protection is expected to be further enhanced through repeated use with a
greater residual benefit.
By using a complete range of products ongoing residual protection can be maintained without
deterioration due to product incompatibility. The Hybrisan range of sanitisers ensure that protection
is passed between all hands and surfaces offering ongoing protection against pathogenic organisms
whilst its multi material compatibility ensures surfaces are not damaged or compromised.
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